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Editorial
We held a much postponed Annual General Meeting on the 9th December 2017. The attendance as one
might expect so late in the year was poor! The Mass celebrated by Monsignor Ciarán Ó Mearáin (retired
from an American Diocese and living in Terenure) was for our deceased members and benefactors.
It was resolved that the Executive would attempt to send out a Newsletter 4 time a year, so this is the first
in 2018 in keeping with that resolution!
We also resolve to support the World Meeting of Families (taking place from 21-26 August 2018,
guided by the theme “The Gospel of the Family: Joy for the World”). in the most appropriate
ways, either by sponsoring a speaker (suggested themes for such a speaker varied, We would welcome
suggestions for suitable speakers and/or topics) or supporting people who might not otherwise be able to
attend its activities in Dublin. So far we have not had the opportunity (largely due pressing personal
reasons) to discuss this with those organising the World Meeting.
Realising that most of our membership are not familiar with the resources of the internet for keeping up to
date with all sorts of interesting materials this Newsletter has a selection of items that attracted my
attention in the last month.
I am sure I do not need to remind our members of the importance of convincing people of the importance
of retaining the 8th amendment against the continuous barrage of the liberal media. There are a variety of
actions we can all take.
Conversations about its importance and its beneficial effects particularly with those who might have been
misled by the Media. (See a summary of reasons for its retention below.)
Catholics should be reminded that no Catholic Politician can promote abortion under any circumstances.
Letters and emails to your local politicians indicating where you stand.
Of course praying is always important.
It is hard to persuade some people that preserving the 8th Amendment is not a “Catholic” thing. The
orthodox Catholic teaching is that it is indeed a grave sin incurring automatic excommunication, This
teaching is muddied by so called catholics who adopt liberal views on this and the issue of contraception.
They take a position that an individual’s conscience is the determining factor ignoring that in forming
one’s conscience one should inform it. So in arguing with those who are weak or non practising
Catholics we have to rely on making them aware, that regardless of Catholic teaching the taking of the
life of the unborn is wrong, and that the only way to ensure that the law and the constitution prevents
this wrong is to retain the 8 th Amendment.
Those who want to repeal the 8 th Amendment realise that is unlikely to happen if people realise that its
abolition would lead to abortion on demand are trying to say that with laws restricting abortion to the
first 12 weeks of gestation would persuade people to vote for its repeal. How the killing of babies in the
first 12 weeks of their gestation is any different to any time later (including after birth) is not answered.
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The repealers talk of the need for tolerance and sympathy for those who wish to procure abortion (to
murder their unborn child). They point out that we already allow women to travel outside the
jurisdiction to procure an abortion as if this is not against the spirit of the 8 th Amendment protecting
the life of both the mother and the unborn child. The fact that the law has not prevented the
importation by online purchasing of abortifacients which is of course against the spirit of the 8th
Amendment. For these reasons we should get rid of the 8 th Amendment! Confusion sown by some
medical practitioners on their fear that in protecting the life of the mother in a small number of cases
where the treatment might adversely the unborn might put them in conflict with 8 th Amendment is also
used as an argument to remove the protection of the unborn.

A reminder of the reasons to retain the 8th Amendment are
Reason 1: The 8th Amendment saves lives
Reason 2: A baby’s heart beats just 21 days after conception
Reason 3: Ireland’s safety record for women in pregnancy
Reason 4: 90% of babies diagnosed with Down Syndrome in Britain are aborted
Reason 5: Adoption, a positive alternative
Reason 6: Stories of hope after rape
Reason 7: Compassionate care in cases of ‘Fatal Foetal Abnormality
Reason 8: In the UK, 1 in 5 pregnancies end in abortion
Detailed information on the above can be obtained from the LoveBoth Project, 60 Clifton
House, Lower Fitzwilliam Street, Dublin 2 email info@loveboth.ie
Retract ‘fake news’ poll claim, PLC urges Examiner
admin February 8, 2018

The Pro-Life Campaign has called on The Irish Examiner to retract a front-page story claiming that 75% of
Irish doctors support open access to abortion during the first 12 weeks of pregnancy.
The PLC has said the story, which has the sub-heading ‘Poll of 400 medics shows support for liberalising
abortion regime’, is “fake news”.
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The poll, originally reported in The Irish Medical Times, was conducted on Facebook, Twitter, and the
publication’s website, saw 73% of 388 respondents say they supported the introduction of abortion on
request in a pregnancy’s first 12 weeks.
The story attracted a huge backlash within hours of being published, and both The Irish Times and the
Journal.ie withdrew the story from their websites.
Accusing The Irish Examiner of having “misled the public by giving [the poll] such prominence”, the PLC said
the poll had been open to anybody, and was not restricted to the country’s approximately 5,000 doctors.
PLC spokesperson Dr Ruth Cullen said: “For The Irish Examiner to claim the findings were ‘the most
substantial survey of medics on the issue to date’ creates an entirely false impression. Anybody, not just
medics, were able to vote in this poll. The only criteria for voting was a Facebook or Twitter account. The
flippant use of such faulty methodology doesn’t augur well for the forthcoming referendum campaign.”
Earlier this week, the National Association of General Practitioners expressed disappointment at the
Government’s lack of consultation with GP representative groups regarding proposals to repeal Ireland’s
constitutional protections for the unborn and legislate for abortion.
Separately, the PLC is considering their legal options against The Irish Examiner in connection with a false
claim on today’s front page that a graphic anti-abortion poster, likening abortion to child abuse and placed
outside Leinster House, belongs to their organisation.
What the Cathechism of the Catholic Chuecg
2270 Human life must be respected and protected absolutely from the moment of conception. From the first
moment of his existence, a human being must be recognized as having the rights of a person - among which is the
inviolable right of every innocent being to life. 72
Before I formed you in the womb I knew you, and before you were born I consecrated you. 73
My frame was not hidden from you, when I was being made in secret, intricately wrought in the depths of the earth.
74
2271 Since the first century the Church has affirmed the moral evil of every procured abortion. This teaching has not
changed and remains unchangeable. Direct abortion, that is to say, abortion willed either as an end or a means, is
gravely contrary to the moral law:
You shall not kill the embryo by abortion and shall not cause the newborn to perish. 75
God, the Lord of life, has entrusted to men the noble mission of safeguarding life, and men must carry it out in a
manner worthy of themselves. Life must be protected with the utmost care from the moment of conception:
abortion and infanticide are abominable crimes. 76
2272 Formal cooperation in an abortion constitutes a grave offense. The Church attaches the canonical penalty of
excommunication to this crime against human life. "A person who procures a completed abortion incurs
excommunication latae sententiae ," 77 "by the very commission of the offense," 78 and subject to the conditions
provided by Canon Law. 79 The Church does not thereby intend to restrict the scope of mercy. Rather, she makes
clear the gravity of the crime committed, the irreparable harm done to the innocent who is put to death, as well as
to the parents and the whole of society.
2273 The inalienable right to life of every innocent human individual is a constitutive element of a civil society and its
legislation :
"The inalienable rights of the person must be recognized and respected by civil society and the political authority.
These human rights depend neither on single individuals nor on parents; nor do they represent a concession made
by society and the state; they belong to human nature and are inherent in the person by virtue of the creative act
from which the person took his origin. Among such fundamental rights one should mention in this regard every
human being's right to life and physical integrity from the moment of conception until death." 80
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"The moment a positive law deprives a category of human beings of the protection which civil legislation ought to
accord them, the state is denying the equality of all before the law. When the state does not place its power at the
service of the rights of each citizen, and in particular of the more vulnerable, the very foundations of a state based
on law are undermined. . . . As a consequence of the respect and protection which must be ensured for the unborn
child from the moment of conception, the law must provide appropriate penal sanctions for every deliberate
violation of the child's rights." 81
2274 Since it must be treated from conception as a person, the embryo must be defended in its integrity, cared for,
and healed, as far as possible, like any other human being.
Prenatal diagnosis is morally licit, "if it respects the life and integrity of the embryo and the human fetus and is
directed toward its safe guarding or healing as an individual. . . . It is gravely opposed to the moral law when this is
done with the thought of possibly inducing an abortion, depending upon the results: a diagnosis must not be the
equivalent of a death sentence." 82
2275 "One must hold as licit procedures carried out on the human embryo which respect the life and integrity of the
embryo and do not involve disproportionate risks for it, but are directed toward its healing the improvement of its
condition of health, or its individual survival." 83
"It is immoral to produce human embryos intended for exploitation as disposable biological material." 84
"Certain attempts to influence chromosomic or genetic inheritance are not therapeutic but are aimed at producing
human beings selected according to sex or other predetermined qualities. Such manipulations are contrary to the
personal dignity of the human being and his integrity and identity" 85 which are unique and unrepeatable.

Faithful have a right to good preaching, Pope tells audience (Vatican Press Office)
At his regular weekly public audience on February 14, Pope Francis reiterated his argument about the
importance of homilies, saying that “when the Word of God is not read well, is not preached with fervour...
a right is denied to the faithful.” Continuing his series of catechetical talks on the celebration of the Mass,
the Pope said that the homily should be followed by “a time of silence,” then the Creed and the prayers of
the faithful.
We are continuing our Catechesis on the
Mass. Listening to the biblical readings,
extended in the homily, responds to what?
It responds to a right: the spiritual right of
the people of God to receive with
abundance the treasure of the Word of
God (cf. Introduction to the Lectionary, 45).
Each one of us, when he goes to Mass, has
the right to receive abundantly the Word
of God, well read, well said and then
explained well in the homily. It is a right!
And when the Word of God is not read
well, it is not preached with fervour by the
deacon, by the priest or by the bishop, a
right is denied to the faithful. We have the
right to listen to the Word of God. The Lord
speaks for all, Pastors and faithful. He
knocks on the heart of those who
participate in the Mass, each one in his or
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her life condition, age, and situation. The Lord consoles, calls, nurtures the shoots of a new and reconciled
life. And He does this through His Word. His Word knocks on the heart and changes hearts!
Therefore, after the homily, a time of silence allows the seed that is received to settle in the soul, to enable
the birth of the intentions of adhering to what the Spirit has suggested to each person. The silence after
the homily. There must be a good silence there, and each person must think about what he has heard.
After this silence, how does the Mass continue? The personal response of faith is found in the Church’s
profession of faith, expressed in the “Creed”. We all recite the “Creed” in the Mass. Recited by the whole
assembly, the Symbolum manifests the common response to what has been heard in the Word of God
(cf. Catechism of the Catholic Church, 185-197). There is a vital link between listening and faith. They are
united. In fact, this, faith, does not come from the imagination of human minds but, as Saint Paul recalls,
“faith comes from hearing, and hearing through the word of Christ” (Rom 10: 17). Faith is nurtured,
therefore, by listening, and leads to the sacrament. Thus, the recitation of the “Creed” ensures that the
liturgical assembly “call to mind and confess the great mysteries of the faith by reciting the rule of faith in a
formula approved for liturgical use, before these mysteries are celebrated in the Eucharist” (General
Instruction of the Roman Missal, 67).
The Symbolum binds the Eucharist to baptism, received “in the name of the Father and of the Son and of
the Holy Spirit”, and reminds us that the Sacraments are understandable in the light of the faith of the
Church.
The response to the Word of God received with faith is then expressed in the common plea, called
the Universal Prayer, because it embraces the needs of the Church and the world (cf. General Instruction of
the Roman Missal, 69-71; Introduction to the Lectionary, 30-31). It is also known as the Prayer of the
Faithful.
The Fathers of Vatican Council II wanted to restore this prayer after the Gospel and the homily, especially
on Sundays and feast days, so that “by this prayer, in which the people are to take part, intercession will be
made for holy Church, for the civil authorities, for those oppressed by various needs, for all mankind, and
for the salvation of the entire world” (Constitution Sacrosanctum Concilium, 53, cf. 1 Tim 2: 1-2).
Therefore, under the guidance of the priest who introduces and concludes, the people, exercising their
baptismal priesthood, offer to God prayers for the salvation of all" (General Instruction of the Roman
Missal, 69). And after the individual intentions, proposed by the deacon or by a reader, the assembly
unites in one voice, invoking: “Hear us, O Lord”.
Indeed, let us remember what the Lord Jesus told us: “If you abide in me, and my words abide in you, ask
whatever you wish and it will be done for you” (Jn 15: 7). “But we do not believe this, because we have
little faith”. But if we had faith – says Jesus – like the mustard seed, we would have received everything.
“Ask whatever you wish and it will be done for you”. And in this moment of the universal prayer after the
Creed, it is the moment to ask the Lord the strongest things in the Mass, the things we need, what we
want. “It will be done for you”; in one way or another “it will be done for you”. “Everything is possible to
he who believes”, the Lord said. What did that man answer to the Lord, who addressed him to say that
phrase – everything is possible to he who believes? He said, “Lord, I believe in you. Increase my faith”. We
too can say, “Lord, I believe in you. Increase my faith”. And the prayer must be recited with this spirit of
faith. “Lord, I believe in you. Increase my faith”. The pretences of worldly logic, on the other hand, do not
rise up towards Heaven, just as self-referential demands remain unanswered (cf James 4,2-3). The
intentions for which the faithful people are invited to pray must give voice to the concrete needs of the
ecclesial community and of the world, avoiding the use of conventional and short-sighted formulas. The
“universal” prayer, which concludes the liturgy of the Word, exhorts us to make our own the gaze of God,
Who takes care of all His children”.
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From

The sexual left at the UN is obsessed with spreading its dangerous ideology to innocent children around
the world. Pope Francis has called this "ideological colonialism." Africans need more help than such nasty
notions as "comprehensive sexuality education" but that is exactly what the Europeans want to impose on
them.

UN Commission on Women Headed for Deadlock
NEW YORK, February 16 (C-Fam) The UN Commission on the Status of Women failed to reach an
agreement the last time it considered the topic of rural women because of controversial issues like
abortion and sex education. The same outcome now haunts this year’s Commission set to begin in midMarch.

A representative for the 54-country African Group chastised the UN women’s agency that prepared the
draft text: “This zero draft includes many notions that are not consensual. This is not the practice. We
appeal to the secretariat not to do it again!”
The African Group rejected the initial draft agreement that was initially proposed by Colombia, which is
chairing the commission this year. The draft includes terms such as “comprehensive sexuality education”
and “sexual and reproductive health” without any qualification—red lines for many African nations.
Delegates met to discuss the timeline of negotiations over the draft agreement on policies to empower
rural women last week. They picked up right where they left off in 2012, the last time the commission
tackled the same topic at its annual session. That time, nations failed to reach agreement because of
controversy over the same issues.
Sources told the Friday Fax that the Latin American delegations egged on the delegation of Colombia to
include the controversial terms in the draft agreement, even as European delegates urged them to be
cautious and act in an impartial way to avoid compromising the negotiations.
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Delegates expressed concern that the mounting pressure to reach an agreement, especially in light of the
debacle on rural women in 2012, would give the facilitator of the negotiations and chair of the commission
added leverage in resolving differences over the language.
At the briefing, the Colombian facilitator expressed his intention to stick to the schedule of negotiations
beginning on March 1 and proposed a novelty for the negotiations this year. He will begin to frame the
negotiations, and attempt to resolve differences between states, through a “working text” from the very
first reading of the draft, instead of allowing states to go through the first reading of the draft with all the
suggested edits from countries.
A working text is not normally used until later stages of negotiations, when it becomes urgent to reach an
agreement. The decision by Colombia to use this new methodology indicates they anticipate the
negotiations to be controversial, and they want to shepherd the negotiations as quickly as possible.
“I will avoid long work hours if possible,” the Colombian delegate said.
Other delegations also took the floor to lament the lopsidedness of the draft.
The Holy See expressed concern that the draft contains “many elements that polarize,” referring to
comprehensive sexuality education and sexual and reproductive health, called for recognizing the
central role of the family, and lamented that the secretariat and UN Women had not taken into account
a “diverse experience of views.”
The Russian Federation also expressed frustration with the emphasis on sexual and reproductive health.
“Women don’t only need access to these services,” a delegate said.
African and Asian states expressed the need to focus on a broader range of development concerns for
women in rural areas, including education, sanitation, health, and food security.
Donor states took the floor expressing support for the draft and called for further focus on human rights
and gender equality.
Another important agreement that will be negotiated by this year’s commission will concern the
arrangement of the 25thanniversary of the 1995 Beijing Conference on Women in 2020.
To subscribe to Friday Fax
Contact: Center for Family and Human Rights
805 3rd Avenue, Suite 1440
New York, NY 10022
Phone: (212) 754-5948
Fax: (212) 754-9291
info@c-fam.org

‘Our Call to Holiness,’ by Archbishop Gomez

Archbishop of Los Angeles:

‘Let us ask God for grace to make real progress on our path of holiness during these 40 days of Lent’
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WIKIMEDIA COMMONS - Painting Of
Giotto In The Superior Basilica Of Assisi

Below is a reflection of Archbishop Josè
Gomez, Archbishop of Los Angeles,
entitled ‘Our Call to Holiness.’ Published
on Feb. 6, 2018, it is from Angelus News
and published on the Archbishop’s
website:
OUR PLACE OF HOLINESS By Archbishop Gomez February 06, 2018
I have been reflecting on the holy witness of Madeleine Delbrêl for some years now. Most recently, I wrote
about her in my pastoral letter, “For Greater Things You Were Born.”
So, I was very pleased to see that Pope Francis has just recognized her heroic virtues and declared her
“Venerable.”
Delbrêl was a French convert from atheism who lived without much publicity among the poor in mid-20th
century Paris. It is not surprising that Catholics in this country did not pay much attention to the news that
she had been elevated on the road to sainthood.
But we should.
Delbrêl, like so many saints from the
last century, shows us that holiness is
not something for special people who
are set apart from the world in
monasteries or convents. She reminds
us that saints are people we meet every
day on the streets — people that God
leaves among the crowds, to work
ordinary jobs and meet the routine
challenges of living the Christian life in
a secular world.
“We, the ordinary people of the street,” Delbrêl used to say, “believe with all our might that this street,
this world, where God has placed us, is our place of holiness.”
This is a timely reminder as we approach Ash Wednesday next week and the beginning of Lent.
We are living in times when many people have lost their “why.” They no longer know the answer to basic
questions. Why do we get up in the morning? What purpose are we living for?
There is a crisis of meaning that has been spreading slowly over many years across our society. It expresses
itself in many unlikely ways — from rising suicide rates to epidemics of drug addiction to the growing
numbers of people who say they feel alone and isolated.
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This is the sad irony that lies at the heart of our secular, technological society. People are thirsting for God
even as our “thought leaders” — politicians and judges, scientists, entertainers, artists and educators — all
insist that we can build a progressive and prosperous society by living as if God does not exist and as if the
human soul does not desire things that transcend material entertainments.
For me, the question of “why” comes down to a question of “who.” We cannot answer why we are here or
what we are living for unless we know who we are and what we are made for.
That is the one answer that our science, technology and politics — all those things in our society that
substitute for religion — cannot give.
Of course, God is the great “who” and holiness is the great “why.”
We need to recover this awareness that we are created by the holy and living God and that he creates us
to be holy as he is holy and to love as he loves.
And this begins with understanding that holiness is the ordinary measure of what it means to follow Jesus.
In the Trappist monk Thomas Merton’s conversion story, he tells of how when he decided to become a
Catholic he told a friend, “I guess what I want to be is a good Catholic.” His friend responded, “What you
should say is that you want to be a saint.”
The point is that holiness, to be a saint, is what God created us for.
This simple, beautiful fact, should be at the center of everything in the Church — our preaching, our
Catholic schools and religious education, our work for justice, our sharing of the gospel with our neighbors.
This is the good news that we are called to proclaim in our times — that we are made to be saints. That is
the same thing as saying we were made for love.
Delbrêl described her conversion as falling in love with the living God. “By reading and reflecting, I found
God,” she said. “But by praying, I believed that God found me and that he is a living reality, and that we can
love him in the same way we love a person.”
Delbrêl discovered that holiness is our mission — a message we deliver without words, that by our
personal holiness we bring others to follow Jesus with us.
This is a discovery all of us need to renew, as we continue to follow Jesus, making our ordinary lives “our
place of holiness.”
Pray for me this week and I will be praying for you.
And let us ask God for the grace to make real progress on our path of holiness during these 40 days of Lent.
Holiness is not our work but God’s work in us. So, this Lent, let us allow him to do his work, by opening our
hearts to him through our prayer, fasting and almsgiving — asking him to create in us a new heart, and a
new desire to want only what he wants.
May our Blessed Mother Mary go with us and help us to follow the living God with living faith and to know.
from : http://www.archbishopgomez.org/article/951?name=Our+place+of+holiness
Fighting Poverty Through Fair Trade
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Fr. Shay Cullen PREDA 01 February 2018
Pepito Alvarez, 57 and with his wife Conchita are among one of the thousands of small mountain subsistence
farmers who have lived just below the poverty line all their lives. He and his villagers in the Zambales mountain
range just keep their family above the poverty line. When there is a mango harvest, they do much better with the
Fair-Trade price they get from Preda Fair Trade project for their mangoes. But there has been no big mango harvest
for two years. Is it because of a natural cycle or is it because of climate change and the untimely rains that wash
away the mango blossoms?
“Bahala na,” says Pepito. “That’s the way of nature, we accept it.” They do accept reality, harsh and unkind as it is,
and they work harder planting vegetables and camote, the sweet potato that is their survival crop. But poverty is the
way of life that they have endured all their lives. They live day-to-day without running water or electricity and hardly
heard of the internet. The only technology they know is an old model cell phone shared by many in the village and
they hike down the mountain to an electric point to recharge it.
They are members of the indigenous people known as Aeta. They are wise, experienced survivors of some thirty
thousand years perhaps and they live in small bamboo houses with grass or nipa roofs. These are not strong
dwellings in a typhoon. Once hunters and gatherers but with the loss of the rain forests to the mining and logging
corporations, they became subsistence farmers.
Presently the Preda Fair Trade project is providing them with all the cement, hollow blocks and steel bars needed for
making several community toilets. Labor is paid also in some village projects when they are too poor to stop working
in their mountainside farms. The community project providing toilets and wells is on-going in 8 villages. It has so far
provided eight toilets and five hand pumps and steel pipes for making a well to pump clean drinking water. The
community will avoid cholera and diseases from dirty contaminated water. These projects are in addition to the fair
earnings when the farmers get high prices for their pico mango harvest. These are processed and turned into organic
mango puree for making many products when exported to Germany.
In recent years, they have achieved through the farmers association organic status. They are certified by the
prestigious certification organization Naturland of Germany. It is the first certified organic mango product in the
Philippines. The earnings from sales help the farmers and also support the children who were sexually abused and
exploited by the local and foreign pedophiles and their mafia supporters.
The Aeta farmers are resilient in the face of hardship and poverty. However, in recent years, economic growth has
helped as many as 3.7 million Filipinos get out of extreme poverty. There are still 5.1 million Filipinos in extreme
poverty and many more below the poverty line. That’s unacceptable. Any kind of poverty in this wealthy country is
unacceptable. But the wealth is not shared with the millions still in dire poverty in rural villages and in teeming urban
slums.
There was a time when Pepito and Conchita and the villagers allowed the mango fruits to fall to the ground and be
eaten by pigs and the children. “When I went to the town and offered my mangoes to the local traders, they only
paid me four pesos a kilo,” he said. “We cannot live on that so we did not harvest the mangos. But when the Preda
Fair Trade offered us a much higher fair price and a bonus of two pesos a kilo, we now harvest every single mango
fruit.”
The distance and imbalance between rich and poor has continued and increased in 2017. There were 14 Filipino
billionaires (in US dollars) according to Forbes list. This follows the trend in the growth of wealth among the world’s
richest people. The recent report from Oxfam had the headline “Richest 1 percent bagged 82 percent of wealth
created last year- poorest half of humanity got nothing.” The report explained that as many as 3.7 billion people saw
no increase in their wealth. The rich got it they say. In the report, Winnie Byanyima, Executive Director of Oxfam
International, said: “The billionaire boom is not a sign of a thriving economy but a symptom of a failing economic
system. The people who make our clothes, assemble our phones and grow our food are being exploited to ensure a
steady supply of cheap goods and swell the profits of corporations and billionaire investors.”
Pepito and Conchita are among them. The Fair Trade project that is paying a higher price for their mangos is a big
help but not enough. If the climate will allow them to have a harvest, it will help them improve their lives but they
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need much more. Government intervention is needed and a small share of the national wealth in an expanding
growing economy that ought to be for all, not just the few.
www.preda.org

Angelus Address: On the Need for Conversion
‘Lent Is a Journey of Conversion and a Struggle against Evil’
Angelus / PHOTO.VA - OSSERVATORE ROMANO
Here is a ZENIT translation of the address Pope Francis
gave today before and after praying the midday
Angelus with those gathered in St. Peter’s Square.
Before the Angelus:
Dear Brothers and Sisters, good morning!
On this first Sunday of Lent, the Gospel recalls the
themes of temptation, of conversion and of the Good
News. The evangelist Mark writes: “The Spirit
immediately drove him out into the wilderness. And He was in the wilderness forty days, tempted by
Satan” (Mark 1:12-13). Jesus goes into the desert to prepare himself for His mission in the world. He has no
need of conversion but, in as much as man, He must pass through this test, be it for Himself, to obey the
will of the Father, be it for us, to give us the grace to overcome temptations. This preparation consists in
fighting against the spirit of evil, namely, against the devil. For us also, Lent is a time of spiritual
“challenge,” of spiritual struggle: we are called to face the Evil One through prayer so that with God’s help,
we are able to overcome him in our daily life. We know it, evil, unfortunately, is at work in our existence
and around us, where violence, rejection of the other, closures, wars and injustices are manifested.
Immediately after the temptations in the wilderness, Jesus begins to preach the Gospel, namely, the Good
News, the second word. The first was “temptation”; the second, “Good News.” And this Good News exacts
from man conversion — third word — and faith. He proclaims: “The time is fulfilled, and the Kingdom of
God is at hand”; then He exhorts: “repent, and believe in the Gospel” (v. 15), that is, believe in this Good
News that the Kingdom of God is at hand. In our life, we are always in need of conversion — every day! –,
and the Church makes us pray for this. In fact, we are never sufficiently oriented to God and we must
constantly direct our mind and heart to Him. To do this, it’s necessary to have the courage to reject all that
leads us outside the way, the false values that deceive us, attracting our egoism in a sly way. Instead, we
must trust the Lord, His goodness and His plan of love for each one of us. Lent is a time of penance, yes,
but it’s not a sad time, of mourning. It’s a joyful and serious commitment to strip ourselves of our egoism,
of the old man in us, and of renewing ourselves according to the grace of our Baptism.
God alone can give us true happiness: it’s useless for us to waste time seeking it elsewhere, in riches, in
pleasures, in power, in a career . . . The Kingdom of God is the realization of all our aspirations because it is,
at the same time, salvation of man and glory of God. In this first Sunday of Lent we are invited to listen
attentively and to take up this appeal of Jesus to convert ourselves and to believe in the Gospel. We are
exhorted to undertake with commitment the path to Easter, to receive ever more the grace of God, who
wants to transform the world into a kingdom of justice, of peace <and> of fraternity.
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May Mary Most Holy help us to live this Lent with fidelity to the Word of God and with incessant prayer, as
Jesus did in the desert. It’s not impossible! It’s about living the days with the ardent desire to receive the
love that comes from God and who wants to transform our life and the whole world.

Praying for the sick
Dom Mark, Benedictine Silverstream Priory
Situated amidst pasture land and forest in the eastern reaches of County Meath, Silverstream
Priory was founded in 2012 at the invitation of the Most Reverend Michael Smith, Bishop of
Meath, and canonically erected as an autonomous monastery of diocesan right on 25 February
2017. The property belonged, from the early 15th century, to the Preston family, premier Viscounts
of Ireland and Lords of Gormanston. In 1843 Thomas Preston (1817-1903), son of Jenico Preston,
the 12th Viscount (1775-1860), built what today is Silverstream Priory.
Silverstream Priory is a providential realisation of the cherished project of Abbot Celestino Maria
Colombo, O.S.B. (1874–1935), who, following the impetus given by Catherine–Mectilde de Bar in
the 17th century, sought to establish a house of Benedictine monks committed to ceaseless prayer
before the Most Holy Sacrament of the Altar in a spirit of reparation. The community of
Silverstream Priory holding to the use of Latin and Gregorian Chant, celebrate the Divine Office in
its traditional Benedictine form and Holy Mass in the “Usus Antiquior” of the Roman Rite. Praying
and working in the enclosure of the monastery, the monks of Silverstream keep at heart the
sanctification of priests labouring in the vineyard of the Lord. They undertake various works
compatible with their monastic vocation, notably the development of the land and gardens,
hospitality to the clergy in need of a spiritual respite, scholarly work, and publishing.
The Comfort of the Mystical Body
Nearly every day people write to us or come to the monastery asking us to pray for the sick. This is a
request
that we take to heart. I know well that, apart
from
physical discomfort, weakness, and pain,
sickness often brings fear, a sense of
foreboding, and the impression of being
useless,
or even a burden to others. I know, too, that
when
one is sick, one may have the desire to pray.
but the
incapacity to do so. It becomes difficult to
concentrate. One experiences an aching need
for God
and, at the same, one has the impression of
being
totally incapable of reaching out to Him. At
times
like this, the doctrine of the Mystical Body of
Christ
becomes immensely comforting; while one
member of the Body suffers, another prays,
and
this, in such wise, that suffering and prayer
united in each.
are
— Three days before she died, I saw her in such pain that I was heartbroken. When I drew near to her bed,
she tried to smile, and, in a strangled sort of voice, she said: “If I didn’t have faith, I could never bear such
suffering. I am surprised that there aren’t more suicides among atheists.
— (Saint Thérèse, as reported by Sister Marie of the Trinity)
The sick are especially vulnerable to temptations against hope; the sick are often tempted to despair, to
blasphemy against the Will of God, and to disbelief. For this reason it is important to pray for the sick —
not only for their physical healing, but also that, in their weakness, they may be protected and sustained by
the loving hand of God. Pray for the sick! So often they cannot pray for themselves, or have the impression
of being unable to pray, which is itself a terrible suffering.
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Discretion
It is important not to assault the sick with pious recommendations to say this prayer or that. Although this
may be done with the best intentions, it often has the effect of oppressing the sick person with yet another
experience of the inability to measure up to unrealistic expectations. The intemperate zeal of the pious
can, unwittingly, push a sick person over the edge into a kind of despondency. It is better to pray quietly
and peacefully, while offering the comfort of a gentle and compassionate presence.
Our Lady
I know of no better way of praying for the sick than by entrusting them to the care of the Immaculate
Virgin Mary. Her maternal Heart overflows with tenderness for all who are weak, diminished, and fearful in
the face of suffering. There is no suffering with which she is not familiar. The resources of her compassion
are inexhaustible.
Benedict XVI Says ‘Interiorly, I Am on a Pilgrimage Toward Home’
Benedict Typed Letter to Italian Daily La Corriere della Sera Responding to Inquiries
Interiorly, I am on pilgrimage towards Home, Benedict XVI has said.
The Pope Emeritus talked about his pilgrimage, gratitude and prayer in a letter to the editor of the Italian
daily “Corriere della Sera,” published on February 7, 2018, responding to inquiries about how the German
retired Pontiff is spending the last phase of his life.
Here is a Zenit working translation of Pope Emeritus Benedict XVI’s letter to Corriere della Sera.
Dear Doctor Franco,
It moved me that so many readers of your newspaper wish to know how I spend this last period of my life.
In this connection, I can say that, in the slow decline of physical strength, interiorly, I am on pilgrimage
towards Home,
It’s a great grace for me to be surrounded on this last end of the route, sometimes a bit tiring, by a love and
kindness that I could never have imagined.
In this sense, I also consider your reader’s question as an accompaniment for a stage
That’s why I can only thank you, assuring you all, from me, of my prayer.
Cordial greetings.
Benedict XVI
It is signed by his own hand, Benedict XVI. The letter is typed, and is addressed to the Corriere’s Italian
journalist Massimo Franco. It arrived at the headquarters of the newspaper in Rome on Tuesday, February
6, in the morning, with the inscription “urgent, by hand.”
It bears his address: Mater Ecclesiae Convent, V-120 Vatican City. It’s the Vatican’s convent to which Pope
Emeritus Benedict XVI retired in 2013, surrounded by his secretary, Archbishop Georg Ganswein, four
consecrated women, “Memores Domini, of Communion and Liberation, and assisted by his secretary Birgit
Wansing, lay consecrated woman of the Schoenstatt Movement.
Benedict XVI’s great sensibility is known: musician, friend of Creation and animals, great delicacy of heart,
his stature as theologian – for some, already a “Doctor of the Church” – and his spiritual stature. Too
occupied with comparisons with his predecessor, one has yet to measure how his pontificate consolidated
the bases of his Successor, discreet and decided in his way, not without analogies with Therese of Lisieux,
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whose “doctorate” he so supported, and her “little way.” In reference to the Patron Saint of Europe, monk
and Founder, whose name he bears, others would say his is a “Benedictine” work – probably one and the
other.
He expressed his emotion at the outset: “It moved me that so many readers of your newspaper wish to
know how I an spending this last period of my life.”
And, at the moment when Pope Francis doesn’t cease to invite to move, he expresses his path: he walks
toward, word for word, the House,” – a path of return. He speaks of an interior “pilgrimage,” as his
strength to walk physically declines. “In this connection, I can say that, in the slow decline of physical
strength, interiorly I am on pilgrimage toward the House.”
He perceives the love that one has for him. Doesn’t he receive numerous visits, and abundant mail, at the
heart of his monk’s life made of prayer and study? He speaks of “great grace” – unimaginable – on this
path: “It’s a great grace for me to be surrounded, on this last end of the route, sometimes a bit tiring, by a
love and kindness that I could never have imagined.”
Five years ago, on February 27, 2013, he affirmed that he would continue to accompany the path of the
Church by prayer and reflection.
A letter full of significance given that next Sunday, February 11, marks the fifth anniversary of the
announcement of a revolutionary decision: Pope Ratzinger retired after eight years of pontificate,
instituting for the first time the retirement of Popes.
Gregory XII in 1415 was the last Pope before Benedict XVI in 2013 to resign the papacy.
On the last day of his pontificate, February 28, 2013, while the Cardinals were going to enter in Conclave,
he made this likewise unheard of statement, pledge of serenity: “Among you, in the College of Cardinals,
there is also the future Pope to whom already today I promise my unconditional reverence and
obedience.”
The following March 13, the College of
Cardinals gathered in Conclave elected
as Successor of Peter, the Argentine
Cardinal Jorge Mario Bergoglio, who
chose the name Francis. He was
elected at 76; today he is 81. Benedict
XVI was elected at 78 and retired at 85.
He will be 91 next April 16. His last
“public” appearance was on the
celebration of the 65th anniversary of
his priestly Ordination, June 28, 2016.
And recently, on October 28, 2017,
Greg Burke, Director of the Holy See
Press Office, published on his Twitter
account a photo of the Pope Emeritus
surrounded by two women religious whom he held by the hand for the photo, in keeping with his
affectionate gestures, belying the “fake news” on his state of health. His visitors note how present he is
and what an excellent memory he has.
Finally, as in a first spiritual testament, Benedict XVI invited above all to trust in Christ, during the last
General Audience of his pontificate, on February 27, 2013. “In this Year of Faith, I invite you to renew your
firm trust in the Lord and to feel yourselves loved by God who has shown us His infinite love. He guides and
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supports His Church always. Let us never lose sight of this vision of faith! May your heart be full of the
joyful certainty that the Lord is close to us and that He accompanies us with His love!”
He himself just posed a powerful act of faith that instituted for Popes a new way of living the following of
Christ in an advanced age, at the moment when strength declines, as he already said then: “These last
months, I felt that my strength diminished and I asked God to enlighten me to make the right decision for
the good of the Church. I thank you for the respect and understanding with which you received it.”
He invited to pray for himself, for the Cardinal Electors and for his future Successor: “I ask you to
remember me before God and to pray for the Cardinals called to elect a new Successor of the Apostle
Peter. Pray also that the Lord may accompany him with the light and the strength of his Spirit! May God
bless you! Thank you.”

Paul VI Could Be Canonized on the 50th Anniversary of Humanae Vitae
Favourable Vote of Cardinals Regarding a Cure
© Vatican Media
The Cardinals have given their favourable advice for the recognition of a miracle, due to the intercession of
Paul VI, confirmed Andrea Tornielli on February 6, 2018 — a cure that we wrote about last December
23.However, the decision to promulgate the Decree ad hoc of the Congregation for the Causes of Saints
and of the Canonization belongs to Pope Francis, whose magisterium is engaged in a Canonization. And at
least fifteen days can pass between the Cardinals’ vote and the papal approval.
If the Pope gives his green light, Blessed Paul VI could be canonized on the 50 th anniversary of his
encyclical “Humanae Vitae,” on human life, of July 25, 1968, perhaps during the Synod of Young People
(October 3-28, 2018).
Pope Francis beatified Paul VI (1897-1978), on October 19, 2014,
at the end of the first Synod of Bishops on the Family.
Paul VI’s prayer obtained the cure – “inexplicable according to
the present state of science,” as reported by the “Voice of the
People,” weekly of the diocese of Brescia, Italy, on December 22,
2017, which headlined:” “It Will Be the Year of Paul VI Saint” and
”Paul VI Saint: Good News.”
Last December 13, the theologians of the Congregation for the
Causes of Saints approved the recognition of the “miracle,” of which the Medical Commission had given
earlier favourable advice. The Cardinals must pronounce themselves. This having been done, nothing
remains other than Pope Francis’ decision.
The cure, which happened in 2014, concerns Amanda, a little girl of the region of Verona, Italy, who before
her birth, survived a risk of abortion. She was three-years-old last Christmas.
Her mother, Vanna Pironato, 35, already mother of a small, five-year-old boy, was in her 13th week of
pregnancy when she had to be hospitalized, due to a risk of abortion after the premature rupture of the
placenta. However, as the situation didn’t improve, the doctors advised a “therapeutic abortion.” Vanna
and her husband, Albert, decided to continue the pregnancy.
A friend then suggested that they entrust the child to the prayer of Paul VI, who was going to be beatified,
just after a miracle that saved the life of a foetus.
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The couple decided to go on pilgrimage to the Shrine of Graces to pray to Pope Montini, who loved that
Shrine and who celebrated his first Mass there. Then they invoked his prayer every day. The mother
continued with the regular medical check-ups and therapies, but the loss of the amniotic fluid continued.
Around 4:00 am on December 25, 2014, Vanna Pironato was hospitalized with signs of imminent labour.
About two hours later, she gave birth to her little daughter, at the 26 th week of pregnancy. The premature
baby was in intensive care for two days and, four months later, she left the hospital in good health.
For Paul VI’s Beatification, the miracle accepted was the inexplicable cure of a child in the mother’s womb
in California, 18 years earlier. The infant was threatened with death or serious malformations, which led
the doctors to advise abortion.
However, asking for Pope Paul VI’s prayer, the young mother decided to continue her pregnancy. She
waited until her son was 15 to talk about the miracle – a miracle that recalls Paul VI’s commitment to life.
After a meeting with the members of the diocese of Brescia on June 22, 2013, Pope Francis paid tribute to
the “great Pope” Paul VI, who lived “passionately” his love of Christ, love of the Church and love of man.”
Francis confided that Paul VI’s addresses were for him “a spiritual force”: “they have done me much good
in life . . . I go back to them unceasingly, because it does me good to hear these words of Paul VI today.”
He has gone several times to recollect himself before Paul VI’s tomb, in the “Vatican Grottoes,” under St.
Peter’s Basilica.
On December 20, 2012, Pope Benedict XVI approved the Decree recognizing that Paul VI lived the Christian
and human virtues “heroically.”

Recent work by Dony Mac
Manus son of Founder
Members Noel (RIP) and Mary
Mac Manus

Coronation of the Virgin Mary Queen of Heaven

This work is based on a 13th century mosaic in Santa Maria Maggiore, Rome and a number of other 15th, 19th and
21st century images of angels, the Virgin and Christ respectively to create one harmonious image of the coronation
that speaks to a contemporary audience.
Gold and Venetian glass mosaic 2017
St Paul's Newman Centre, University of Wisconsin, Madison.
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